How do I stay one step ahead of the
competition?
Global Trends Reporting
Analysing consumer behaviours to identify the
critical trends which could growth or challenge
your place in the future

02

Best Practice Research
Global Qualitative Trends
Reporting
—
A. Timeless and Iconic
05

AXA IM_101 Collins Place Value Proposition

04

Unsurpassed Status

Service overview
Customised best practice research to
show how trends are influencing end-user
behaviours and perceptions and serve as
a source of inspiration. Our international
team
of representatives conduct this work,
Context:
maintained
clear number
status for the past
Having
regularly
documenting
newonelocations.

AXA IM_101 Collins Place Value Proposition
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Premium workplace trends
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Summary of trends

AXA IM_101 Collins Place Value Proposition
a. C-suite hideaway
cafe
AXA IM_101
Collins Place Value Proposition
04 b. Work–meet–eat

a. Frictionless security

c. Flexible event spaces

Tomorrow:
Worklife ReimaginedTomorrow:
a. Anticipatory service

b. Smart workday

b. Integrated childcare

c. Next-gen preferences

Place proposition

three decades, 101 Collins is arguably the most iconic

b. Bespoke services
c. Medical convenience

Worklife Reimagined

Place proposition

Who
commercial building in Melbourne, if not Australia. The
01
02
03
length of
tenure asand
the market
leader,who
coupled
a highAsset
owners
operators
arewith
looking
Human-centred luxury
Tailored third spaces
Personalised wellbeing
calibre
tenant listnew
– global
leaders
top-tier organisations
Genuine consideration for
Premium amenities
Highly tuned forms of
to
introduce
ideas
andand
practical
In the future, the 101
theCollins
personalmarket
lifestyle proposition catering to ancillary work
wellbeing in bespoke
– has maintained the reputation and status of 101 Collins.
In the future, the 101 Collins market
proposition
solutions.
of staff,
supportedelements to needs
office
design and
should incorporateneeds
three
additional
These tenants appreciate the long-term investment in
by intimate service and

provide a more holistic proposition:
protecting views afforded to very few others.
amenity
Value
As the skyline of Melbourne
newahead
offers will
Cost-effective
means ofevolves,
staying
of
influence
the
market’s
expectation
of
premium
workplaces.
the market and understanding changing
101 Collins will remain one step ahead of the market,
expectations
of end users to ensure ongoing
anticipating the next generation of premium and iconic
differentiation.
workplace services and amenities. Into the future 101

c. Social platforms

a. Biophylic design

services
should incorporate three additional
elements to
provide a more holistic proposition:
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Tech-enabled experiences
Technology that enables
efficiency, convenience,
tailored experiences and
community connections

Collins will create a new business lounge for the exclusive
use of its tenants and their clients. In addition, the
integration of smart technologies will streamline the
experience and ensure personalisation with automation.
Coupled with this unrivalled level of investment in new
onsite benefits, 101 Collins will continue to align itself with
the cultural and artistic highlights of the city. Together each
of these elements of the experience will uphold 101 Collins’
status as the city’s leading place to work.

A Integrated Amenity

B Technologically Seamless

C

The market-leading end-of-trip facility is the

Over the next decade, technology solutions which

S
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Best Practice Research
Global Qualitative Trends
Reporting
—
Service overview
Customised best practice research to
show how trends are influencing end-user
behaviours and perceptions and serve as
a source of inspiration. Our international
team of representatives conduct this work,
regularly documenting new locations.
Who
Asset owners and operators who are looking
to introduce new ideas and practical
solutions.
Value
Cost-effective means of staying ahead of
the market and understanding changing
expectations of end users to ensure ongoing
differentiation.

South Bank Parklands _ Workshop pre-read
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Destinational Precinct Trends
a. Small smarts
b. City as co-lab
a. Physical sanctuaries
b. Tech enabled presence

a. Cultural institution-led
b. Brand experiences

a. Decentralised services

c. Independent collectives

a. Co-creation & perpetual renewal

b. Tightened customer journeys

b. Food for all

c. Personalisation

c. Local niche
d. Social good

01

Background convenience
Taking care of the small
stuff to free you up for
bigger experiences

02

Sanctuary Spaces
Getting you back in
the present moment

03

The Neighbourhood
Building places to share,
connect, lend a hand,
and take pride in.

04

Tech Everywhere
Smart technologies that
create efficiencies and
enhance your quality
of life

05

Immersive Experiences
Challenging the status
quo of experiences with
new levels of adventure,
location and participation
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